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99000487. 22 January 1999.

registration of this trade mark shall give no right to the exclusive use of the letter ‘E’.

magnetic data carriers; recording discs; all included in class 9, but not including any of the 
aforesaid goods incorporating locks; all included in class 9.

e- lock technoloGy sdn. bhd.; level 26, UOA centre, 19A-26-2, 19 Jalan Pinang, 
50450 Kuala lumpur, malaysia.

Agent: Edmund liew Yin chiang,
 Azim Tunku Farik & Wong,
 Unit 5-03, 5th Floor,
 Straits Trading building,
 2 lebuh Pasar besar,
 50050 Kuala lumpur,
 malaysia.

CLASS 9—(cont.)

06010190. 14 June 2006.

lcD television sets included in class 9.

toshiba (sinGapore) pte ltd.; 438b Alexandra Raod, #06-01, Alexandra Technopark, 
119968 Singapore.

Agent: mary @ merry a/p T. Valliyaparambil T.,
 Ella cheong Spruson & Ferguson (m) Sdn. bhd.,
 #06-03 Wisma bandar,
 18 Jalan Tuanku Abdul Rahman,
 50100 Kuala lumpur,
 malaysia.
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05001955. 8 February 2005.

Advertisement of a series of three trade marks.

Scientific, nautical, electrical, surveying, electronic, photographic, cinematographic, weighing, 
optical, electro-optical, monitoring (other than in vivo monitoring), radio, television, electrical 
control, testing (other than in vivo monitoring), fiber optics, signalling, measuring, checking 
(supervision), radiopaging, radiotelephones, instructional and teaching apparatus and instruments; 
telecommunications installations, apparatus and instruments; telecommunications switching 
apparatus and computer programs for use with the aforesaid goods; lap tops; note books, wired 
and wireless communication gadgets; watch phones; video phones, telephones, telephone systems, 
computer and telephone accessories, cellular telephones, telephone answering machines, intercoms, 
automatic telephone dialers, telephone receivers, modem cards, coded communication cards, fax 
cards, account cards and smart cards, network cards, networking and other telecommunications 
apparatus, equipment and instruments; cards for making telephone access cards, machine access 
cards and calling cards; computer software; computer hardware; computer, audio and modems; 
audio and visual equipment, apparatus for recording, transmission, processing or reproduction 
of sounds or images; luminous signboards, billboards, sky boards and all outdoor signages, 
cables and ducts, all for electrical, telecommunications or optical signal transmission; aerials; 
waveguides being electronic or telecommunications components; power supply apparatus, facsimiles 
machines, telephones, computer and computer programs all for use in telecommunications network 
management; communications equipment, including mobile telecommunications apparatus and 
instruments, all for processing, logging, storing, transmission, reception and/or print-out of data; 
tracking, identifying and locating traffic situation; apparatus for use in recording, producing, 
presenting, broadcasting, transmitting, receiving, processing, reproducing; work gloves of plastic; 
encoding and decoding of radio and television programmes, information and data; electrical and 
electronic broadcasting apparatus; microprocessors; electronic organisers; electronic and on-line 
publications; calculators; discs, tapes, cards and wires, all being magnetic data carriers; discs, tapes 
and cards, all being optical data carriers; computer software; encoded programs for computers 
and for data processing apparatus; keyboards, mouse pads and wrist pads all being accessories for 
keyboards; telecommunication stations, trunk lines, transmitters, receivers, switching connections, 
base stations, terminals, cables for electrical and optical signal transmission; transceivers and 
controllers; clientele management systems; satellite and satellite earth stations; satellite tv signal 
receivers and converters game apparatus and amusement apparatus adapted for use with television 
receivers; parts and fittings for all the aforesaid goods; all included in class 9.

diGi telecommunications sdn. bhd.; lot 30, Jalan Delima 1/3, Subang Hi-Tech 
Industrial Park, 40000 Shah Alam, Selangor, malaysia.

Agent: Katherine lim Sui Hong,
 Kl IP (malaysia) Sdn. bhd.,
 lot 307, 3rd Floor, Wisma mPl (HlA),
 Jalan Raja chulan,
 50200 Kuala lumpur,
 malaysia.

CLASS 9—(cont.)
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06015505. 30 August 2006.

Sunglasses; other spectacles; mobile phone straps; other telecommunication machines and 
apparatus; computers; computer programs; other electronic machines, apparatus and their parts; 
power distribution or control machines and apparatus; rotary converters; phase modifiers; batteries 
and cells; electric or magnetic meters and testers; electric wires and cables; electric flat irons; 
electric hair-curlers; electric buzzers; magnetic cores; resistance wires; electrodes; downloadable 
music or sound; recorded compact discs; other phonograph records; metronomes; electronic 
circuits and cd-roms recorded automatic performance programs for electronic musical instruments; 
exposed cinematographic films; exposed slide films; slide film mounts; recorded video discs, 
video tapes and other medias; downloadable images, videos and letters; electronic publications; 
consumer video games; electronic circuits and cd-roms recorded programs for hand-held games 
with liquid crystal displays; slot machines; arcade video game machines; ear plugs; processed 
glass [not for building]; electric arc welding machines; metal cutting machines [by arc, gas or 
plasma]; electric welding apparatus; ozonisers [not for medical]; electrolysers; egg-candlers; cash 
registers; coin counting or sporting machines; electric sign boards for displaying target figures, 
current outputs or the like; photocopying machines; manually operated computing apparatus; 
drawing or drafting machines and apparatus; time and date stamping machines; time clocks [time 
recording]; punched card office machines; voting machines; billing machines; postage stamp 
checking apparatus; vending machines; gasoline station equipment; coin-operated gates for car 
parking facilities; life saving apparatus and equipment; fire extinguishers; fire hydrants; fire 
hose nozzles; sprinkler systems for fire protection; fire alarms; gas alarms; anti-theft warning 
apparatus; protective helmets; railway signals; vehicle breakdown warning triangles; luminous 
or mechanical road signs; diving machines and apparatus [not for sports]; electric door openers; 
vehicle drive training simulators; sports training simulators; laboratory apparatus and instruments; 
photographic machines and apparatus; cinematographic machines and apparatus; optical apparatus 
and instruments; measuring or testing machines and instruments; fire boats; rockets; fire engines; 
cigar lighters for automobiles; gloves for protection against accidents; dust masks; gas masks; 
welding masks; fireproof garments; weight belts [for scuba diving]; wetsuits [for scuba diving]; 
inflatable swimming floats; protective helmets for sports; air tanks [for scuba diving]; swimming 
flutter boards; regulators [for scuba diving]; slide-rules; all included in class 9.

kabushiki kaisha fast retailinG; 717-1, Oaza Sayama, Yamaguchi-Shi, Yamaguchi, 
754-0894 Japan.

Agent: Wong Jin Nee,
 Wong Jin Nee & Teo,
 13A-5 level 13A, menara milenium,
 8 Jalan Damanlela,
 bukit Damansara,
 50490 Kuala lumpur,
 malaysia.

CLASS 9—(cont.)
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06008822. 25 may 2006.

registration of this trade mark shall give no right to the exclusive use of the words  
“well.being”.

computers, computer peripherals, scientific and electrical apparatus and instruments; all included 
in class 9.

pensonic sales & service sdn bhd; Plot 98, Perusahaan maju 8, bukit Tengah 
Industrial Park, 13600 Perai, Pulau Pinang, malaysia.

Agent: Kamalullail bin Ramli,
 Rozarita Kamal & co.,
 36 Jalan Anggerik 2D,
 Prima beruntung,
 Selangor,
 malaysia.

CLASS 9—(cont.)
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06018138. 5 October 2006.

cellular telephones; communication servers for computer hardware; handheld personal computers; 
mobile data receivers; mobile telephones; personal digital assistants (PDA); portable listening 
devices, namely: mp4 players; satellite navigational system, namely: a global positioning system 
(GPS); wireless telephones, broadcasting receiver, computer hardware; computers; computer 
communications software to allow customer to access bank account information and transact 
bank business; electronic dictionary, dvd player, liquid crystal display, calculator, digital video 
recorder; all included in class 9.

e-ten information systems co., ltd.; 9F, No. 256, Yangguang St., Neihu District, 
Taipei 114, Taiwan, Republic of china.

Agent: Rozarita mokhtar,
 Rozarita Kamal & co.,
 36 Jalan Anggerik 2D,
 Prima beruntung,
 48300 bukit beruntung,
 Selangor,
 malaysia.

CLASS 9—(cont.)

06016873. 18 September 2006.

Scientific instruments used as electro static devices and cleanroom apparatus; all included in 
class 9.

nupon technoloGy sdn. bhd.; No. 58-A cantonment Road, 10250 Pulau Pinang, 
malaysia.
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06018818. 16 October 2006.

registration of this trade mark shall give no 
right to the exclusive use of letters ‘Gl’.

Plugs, sockets and other contacts (electric 
connection); switches; electric circuit breaker; 
signal lanterns; lighting ballast; lightning arresters; 
wires (electric), cables (electric), cable (coaxial); 
door bell (alarm) electric; battery charger; batteries 
for lighting; condensers (capacitors); soldering 
irons, electric; couplings (electric); regulators 
(dimmers), (light) (electric); converters (electric); 
transformers (electricity); time switches (automatic); 
all included in class 9.

Gl electric sdn. bhd.; No. 28, Jalan 
landak, Off Jalan Pudu, 55100 Kuala lumpur, 
malaysia.

Agent: Soh Gek leng @ Sow Gek leng,
 cristal General Services,
 270-3-2 Wisma mutiara Genting,
 Jalan Air Jernih,
 Off Jalan Genting Klang,
 53200 Kuala lumpur,
 malaysia.

CLASS 9—(cont.)

06019883. 1 November 2006.

label printers for use with computers; tape 
cartridges for label printers for use with computers; 
parts and accessories for label printers for use 
with computers; electronic machines [readable] 
and apparatus and parts and fittings thereof, not 
included in other classes; tape cartridges for 
office labeling machines [readable] and office 
braille labeling machines [readable]; all included 
in class 9.

kabushiki kaisha kinG Jim (also trading 
as kinG Jim co., ltd.,); 10-18, Higashi Kanda 
2-chome, chiyoda-Ku, Tokyo, Japan.

Agent: Timothy Siaw,
 Shearn Delamore & co.,
 7th Floor, Wisma Hamzah-Kwong Hing,
 1 leboh Ampang,
 50100 Kuala lumpur,
 malaysia.

06005559. 6 April 2006.

contact lenses included in class 9.

novartis aG; 4002 basel, Switzerland.

Agent: Patrick mirandah,
 Patrick mirandah co. (m) Sdn. bhd.,
 Suite 3b-19-3, level 19,
 block 3b, Plaza Sentral,
 Jalan Stesen Sentral 5,
 50470 Kuala lumpur,
 malaysia.
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06010977. 26 June 2006.

Scientific, nautical, surveying, photographic, cinematographic, optical, weighing, measuring, 
signaling, checking (supervision), life-saving and teaching apparatus and instruments; apparatus 
and instruments for conducting, switching, transforming, accumulating, regulating or controlling 
electricity; apparatus for recording, transmission or reproduction of sound or images; magnetic 
data carries, recording discs; automatic vending machines and mechanisms for coin-operated 
apparatus; cash registers, calculating, machines, data processing equipment and computers; fire-
extinguishing apparatus; electric apparatus and instruments; all included in class 9.

kci konecranes plc; Koneenkatu 8, Fi-05830 Hyvinkaa, Finland.

Agent: m. Angeline Raj,
 Ella cheong Spruson & Ferguson (m) Sdn. bhd.,
 #06-03 Wisma bandar,
 18 Jalan Tuanku Abdul Rahman,
 50100 Kuala lumpur,
 malaysia.

06009819. 8 June 2006.

international priority date claimed: 17 march 2006, United States of America.

computer software for teaching foreign languages; computer software for learning foreign 
languages; all included in class 9.

rosetta stone ltd.; 135 West market Street, Harrisonburg, Virginia 22801, United States 
of America.

Agent: Ng mae lin,
 Advanz Fidelis Sdn bhd,
 Suite 609, block D,
 Phileo Damansara 1,
 9 Jalan 16/11,
 46350 Petaling Jaya,
 Selangor,
 malaysia.

CLASS 9—(cont.)
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06019880. 1 November 2006.

Advertisement of a series of two trade marks.

registration of this trade mark shall give no right 
to the exclusive use of the word “pro”.

label printers for use with computers; tape 
cartridges for label printers for use with computers; 
parts and accessories for label printers for use 
with computers; electronic machines [readable] 
and apparatus and parts and fittings thereof, not 
included in other classess; tape cartridges for 
office labeling machines [readable] and office 
braille labeling machines [readable]; all included 
in class 9.

kabushiki kaisha kinG Jim (also trading 
as kinG Jim co., ltd.,); 10-18, Higashi Kanda 
2-chome, chiyoda-Ku, Tokyo, Japan.

Agent: Timothy Siaw,
 Shearn Delamore & co.,
 7th Floor,  Wisma Hamzah-Kwong 

Hing,
 1 leboh Ampang,
 50100 Kuala lumpur,
 malaysia.

CLASS 9—(cont.)

05000096. 4 January 2005.

light emitting diodes included in class 9.

o s r a m  G e s e l l s c h a f t  m i t 
beschrankter haftunG;  munchen, 
Germany.

Agent: Wong Sai Fong,
 Shearn Delamore & co.,
 7th Floor,  Wisma Hamzah-Kwong 

Hing,
 1 leboh Ampang,
 50100 Kuala lumpur,
 malaysia.
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06003204. 3 march 2006.

the trade mark is limited to the colours as shown in the representation on the form of 
application.

registration of this trade mark shall give no right to the exclusive use of the word ‘Group’.

Derived-unit measuring machines and apparatus, namely vibration meters and noisemeters; 
precision measuring machines and instruments, namely interferometers; automatic adjusting/
regulating machines and instruments, namely automatic fluid-composition control machines and 
instruments and automatic liquid-level control machines and instruments; power distribution 
or control machines and apparatus, namely electric conductors, power distributing boxes and 
plugboards; batteries and cells, including photovoltaic cells; electric or magnetic meters and 
testers, namely antenna parameter measuring apparatus, detectors, ground detectors [electric 
leakage detectors], magnetometers, frequency meters, vacuum tube characteristic testers, watt hour 
meters, resistance measuring instruments, voltmeters, wavemeters, ammeters, wattmeters, oscillators 
and capacity measures; electric wires, namely rubber covered wires, special covered wires, bare 
wires, plastic covered wires and coils; electric cables, namely terminal boxes, junction boxes, 
junction sleeves for electric cables, telecommunications cables, power cables and optical fiber 
cables; transmission machines and apparatus [for telecommunication], namely cable transmission 
machines and apparatus, power-line transmission machines and apparatus, open-wire transmission 
machines and apparatus and transmission and repeating machines and apparatus; broadcasting 
machines and apparatus, namely television receivers [tv sets] and television transmitters; radio 
communication machines and apparatus, namely portable radio communication machines and 
apparatus, multichannel radio communication machines and apparatus for fixed stations, single-
channel radio communication machines and apparatus for fixed stations and vehicular radio 
communication machines and apparatus; parts and accessories for telecommunication machines 
and apparatus, namely connectors and plugboards; semi-conductors, namely diodes and transistors; 
electronic circuits, namely integrated circuits; magnetic cores; resistance wires; electrodes; all 
included in class 9.

showa electric wire & cable co., ltd.; 2-1-1 Odasakae, Kawasaki-Ku, Kawasaki-
Shi, Kanagawa-Ken, 210-0843 Japan.

Agent: Patrick mirandah,
 Patrick mirandah co. (m) Sdn. bhd.,
 Suite 3b-19-3, level 19,
 block 3b, Plaza Sentral,
 Jalan Stesen Sentral 5,
 50470 Kuala lumpur,
 malaysia.

CLASS 9—(cont.)
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06020168. 6 November 2006.

computer software for use with medical devices, namely medical catheters, medical diagnostic 
mapping systems and electrophysiology navigation and ablation systems; all included in class 
9.

cordis corporation; 14201 N.W. 60th Avenue, miami lakes, Florida, United States of 
America.

Agent: Indran a/l Shanmuganathan,
 Shearn Delamore & co.,
 7th Floor, Wisma Hamzah-Kwong Hing,
 1 leboh Ampang,
 50100 Kuala lumpur,
 malaysia.

05022092. 30 December 2005.

international priority date claimed: 8 July 2005, United States of America.

Electronic components, modules, and/or subassemblies for providing backlighting in liquid crystal 
display (lcd) monitors, televisions, and related video displays; all included in class 9.

cree, inc; 4600 Silicon Drive, Durham, North carolina 27703, United States of America.

Agent: caroline Francis,
 Ram Rais & Partners,
 The Penthouse, level 33,
 menara Tun Razak,
 Jalan Raja laut,
 50350 Kuala lumpur,
 malaysia.

CLASS 9—(cont.)
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06014054. 9 August 2006.

international priority date claimed: 9 february 
2006, Germany.

Scientific, nautical, surveying, photographic, 
cinematographic, optical, weighing, measuring, 
signalling, checking (supervision), life-saving and 
teaching apparatus and instruments; apparatus and 
instruments for conducting, switching, transforming, 
accumulating, regulation or controlling electricity; 
apparatus for recording, transmission or reproduction 
of sounds or images; magnetic data carriers, 
phonograph records; cash registers, calculating 
machines, data processing apparatus and computers; 
plumb lines; chips [integrated circuits]; compact 
discs [read-only memory]; compact discs [audio-
video]; all included in class 9.

umicore aG & co. kG;  Rodenbacher 
chaussee 4, 63457 Hanau-Wolfgang, Federal 
Republic of Germany.

Agent: lee Shy Tsong,
 Donaldson & burkinshaw I.P. Sdn. 

bhd,
 The Penthouse,
 level 33, menara Tun Razak,
 Jalan Raja laut,
 50350 Kuala lumpur,
 malaysia.

06019867. 1 November 2006.

Audio cassette recorders; audio cassette players; 
audio cassettes; audio discs; audio. speakers; 
binoculars; calculators; camcorders; cameras; cd-
roms;, cd-rom drives (as part of the computer); 
cd-rom writers (as part of the computer); 
cellular telephones; cellular telephone accessories; 
cellular telephone cases; face plates for cellular 
telephones compact disc players; compact disc 
recorders; compact discs; computer game-programs.; 
computer game cartridges and discs; computers; 
computer hardware; computer keyboards; computer 
monitors; computer mouse; computer disc drives; 
computer software; cordless telephones; decorative 
magnets; digital cameras; dvds; dvd players; dvd 
recorders; digital versatile discs; digital video 
discs; electronic personal organizers; eyeglass 
cases; eyeglasses; headphones; karaoke machines; 
microphones; mp3 players; modems (as part of 
a computer) mouse pads; motion picture films;  
pagers; personal stereos; personal digital assistants; 
printers; radios; sunglasses; telephones; television 
sets; video cameras; video cassette recorders; 
video cassette players;. video game cartridges; 
video game discs; video cassettes; videophones; 
walkie-talkies; wrist and arm rests for use with 
computers; all included in class 9.

disney enterprises, inc.; 500 South 
buena Vista Street, burbank, california 91521, 
United States of America.

Agent: Timothy Siaw,
 Shearn Delamore & co,
 7th Floor,  Wisma Hamzah-Kwong 

Hing, 
 1 leboh Ampang,
 50100 Kuala lumpur,
 malaysia.

CLASS 9—(cont.)
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04014512. 27 September 2004.

registration of this trade mark shall give no right to the exclusive use, separately, of the word 
‘max’ and the numerals ‘88’.

Securities alarm system, access control system, automatic swing, sliding gates and cctv camera 
system; all included in class 9.

alarm & automation supplies (m) sdn. bhd.; No. 2 Jalan 51/202, Off Jalan Penchala 
(Industrial Area), 46050 Petaling Jaya, Selangor, malaysia.

Agent: Narayanan a/l Arunachalam,
 c/o Nara’s Secretarial Services,
 24 Jalan Desa 3/8,
 Taman Desa country Homes,
 48000 Rawang,
 Selangor,
 malaysia.

95009992. 23 September 1995.

registration of this trade mark shall give no right to the exclusive of the word “Digital”.

computer software, computer operating programs and computer operating systems; prerecorded 
computer programs for accessing computer services databases, computer networks and bulletin 
boards; all included in class 9.

aoil llc; 22000 AOl Way, Dulles, Virginia 20166, United States of America.

Agent: Patrick mirandah co. (m) Sdn. bhd.,
 Suite 3b-19-3, level 19,
 block 3b, Plaza Sentral,
 Jalan Stesen Sentral 5,
 50470 Kuala lumpur,
 malaysia.

CLASS 9—(cont.)
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06008703. 23 may 2006.

computer hardware, firmware, and software, namely computers, peripherals, computer networks 
and networking components, and components for managing and interconnecting telecommunications 
networks, for providing computer and computer network security, and for providing network 
management and enhanced services development and deployment, and for managing and 
interconnecting multimedia, audio and video data equipment, namely, wired and wireless 
network interface devices, switching devices, gateways for use in wireless communications 
systems’ computer network bridges, hubs, routers, modems, electric cabling, integrated circuits, 
electrical power supplies, remote access equipment for use in the field of computer networking 
and telephony, telephones, and related software for all of the foregoing, namely, computer 
software for diagnosing, installing, supporting, managing, configuring, connecting, interoperating, 
upgrading and controlling computer hardware, firmware, and software; computer software for 
diagnosing, installing, supporting, managing, configuring, connecting, interoperating, upgrading, 
and controlling computer hardware, firmware, and software; computer software for use in the 
field of education, namely, for data communications among users; telecommunication equipment, 
namely, wireless radio frequency switches; radio transmitters and receivers for telecommunication; 
wireless local loop access apparatus for radio signal transmission comprised of base station 
controllers, antennas, subscriber units that transmit and receive signals, and network management 
switches for use in managing radio signals and voice transfer between subscriber terminals and 
local exchanges; wireless switching platforms for selection of optical channel connections for 
voice and signals, call processing and system maintenance; access network apparatus, namely 
base station controllers; directional and omni antennas; subscriber terminals; mobile phones, 
wireless telephones; wireless base stations, wireless antennas; transceivers for telecommunication 
purposes; and telecommunication trunk circuits and trunk line assemblies comprising trunk line 
cables and trunk line amplifiers, stored program controlled switching system, namely, stored 
program controlled switching machine for use in processing the information from incoming calls 
to outgoing terminals in the public service telephone network; radio apparatus, namely, data, 
voice and image switching equipment for mobile communications; optical telecommunications 
apparatus, namely, optical line terminal for use in receiving, transmitting and analyzing the 
optical signal, optical network unit, also known as an optical line terminal which manages the 
optical network; fiber optical catv transmissions equipment, namely, electric light switches, optic 
fibers, fiber optic cables; isdn access adapter, telecommunication system, namely, intelligent high 
frequency network comprised of computer workstations telecommunication terminal equipment, 
namely, telephone isdn phone, visual phone, digital enhanced cordless telecommunications (DEcT) 
phone, mobile phone; and, digital phone; wireless local loop equipment, namely, connections for 
mobile subscribers to access switching systems; all included in class 9.

huawei technoloGies co. ltd.; Administration building Huawei Technologies co., 
ltd., bantian, longgang District, Shenzhen, P.R. china.

Agent: Goh mei ling,
 Henry Goh & co. Sdn bhd.,
 Suite 3.02, level 3,
 AmODA building,
 22 Jalan Imbi,
 55100 Kuala lumpur,
 malaysia.

CLASS 9—(cont.)
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06016980. 19 September 2006.

Alarms, alarm bells (electric), acoustic (sound 
alarms), amplifiers, anti-theft warning apparatus, 
batteries [electric] for vehicles, electric buzzers, 
cabinets for loudspeakers, coaxial cables, electric 
cables, capacitors, cassette players, compact discs 
players, record players, vehicle radios, audio and 
video receivers, connectors for electricity, fuses, 
loudspeakers, navigation apparatus for vehicle 
[on-board computers], circuit breakers, galvanic 
cells, electric flat ions, juke boxes [musical], 
sirens; all included in class 9.

unik (malaysia) sdn. bhd.; No. 15-b, 
Jalan Glasiar, Taman Tasek, 80200 Johor bahru, 
Johor, malaysia.

Agent: Goh mei ling,
 Henry Goh & co. Sdn bhd.,
 Suite 3.02, level 3, AmODA building,
 22 Jalan Imbi,
 55100 Kuala lumpur,
 malaysia.

06010589. 21 June 2006.

international priority date claimed: 22 December 2005, Germany.

batteries and chargers therefor; all included in class 9.

metabowerke Gmbh; metabo-Allee 1, 72622 Nurtingen, Germany.

Agent: m. Angeline raj,
 Ella cheong Spruson & Ferguson (m) Sdn. bhd.,
 #06-03 Wisma bandar,
 18 Jalan Tuanku Abdul Rahman,
 50100 Kuala lumpur,
 malaysia.

06022582. 8 December 2006.

Spectacles; sunglasses; cases for spectacles and 
sunglasses; all included in class 9.

trinity textiles limited; 10 Shing Yip 
Street, Kwun Tong, Kowloon, Hong Kong.

Agent: Zaharizan Ahmed meah,
 Drewmarks Patents & Designs (malaysia) 

Sdn bhd,
 9th Floor bangunan Getah Asli (menara),
 148 Jalan Ampang,
 50450 Kuala lumpur,
 malaysia.

CLASS 9—(cont.)
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CLASS 9—(cont.)

06022145. 4 December 2006.

Telephones, cellular telephones, radio telephones, pagers, two-way radios, radio transmitters, radio 
receivers, radio transceivers, electronic organizers, and related accessories for the foregoing goods, 
namely, headsets, microphones, speakers, carrying cases, and belt clips; computer software and 
programs used for transmission or reproducing or receiving of sound, images, video or data over 
a telecommunications network or system between terminals and for enhancing and facilitating 
use and access to computer networks and telephone networks; computer software for accessing, 
searching, indexing and retrieving information and data from global computer networks and 
global communication networks, and for browsing and navigating through web sites on said 
networks; cameras, namely photographic cameras, digital cameras, motion picture cameras, 
video cameras and mp3 players, all for use with a self contained communications apparatus or 
physically separate but functionally integrated with a communication apparatus module. Portable 
and handheld digital electronic devices for recording, organizing, transmitting, manipulating, 
and reviewing text, data, and audio files; computer software for use in organizing, transmitting, 
manipulating, and reviewing text, data, and audio files on portal and handheld digital electronic 
devices, sound and video recordings; apparatus for recording, transmission or reproduction of 
sound or images; magnetic data carriers, recording discs; audio visual recordings; downloadable 
sound, video and audio visual recordings; telephonic ring tones;  computer handware and software; 
computer games and software; gaming apparatus for use with television receivers; eyewear and 
sunglasses; all included in class 9.

the persauders, llc; 9201 Wilshire blvd., Suite 107, beverly Hills, california, United 
States of America.

Agent: michael Soo chow ming,
 Shook lin & bok,
 20th Floor, Ambank Group building,
 55 Jalan Raja chulan,
 50200 Kuala lumpur,
 malaysia.
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04015983. 18 October 2004.

Spectacle frames; spectacle cases; spectacles; all 
included in class 9.

tan phenG kee & Goh ken hee; No. 12, 
Jalan 3/3, Pandan mewah, Hata Industrial Park, 
68000 Ampang, Selangor, malaysia.

Agent: Kandiah s/o Palaniyandi,
 Kandiah & Associates Sdn. bhd.,
 Suite 8-7-2, 7th Floor, menara mutiara 

bangsar,
 Jalan liku Off Jalan Riong,
 59100 Kuala lumpur,
 malaysia.

06018310. 6 October 2006.

computer programs included in class 9.

deutsche borse aG; Neue borsenstrasse 1, 60487 Frankfurt/main, Germany.

Agent: michael Soo chow ming,
 Shook lin & bok,
 20th Floor, Ambank Group building,
 55 Jalan Raja chulan,
 50200 Kuala lumpur,
 malaysia.

06018658. 12 October 2006.

motorcycle safety helmet and visors, battery; all 
included in class 9.

soko marketinG sdn. bhd.; lot 1-41, 
Jalan TTc 4, Kawasan Perindustrian cheng, 
75250 melaka, malaysia.

CLASS 9—(cont.)
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04015523. 12 October 2004.

Optical apparatus and instrument, computer data processing apparatus, apparatus and equipment 
for testing photographic; all included in class 9.

cosmotac technoloGy (m) sdn. bhd.; b-1-22 A, blok b, Jalan PJU 1/43, PJ1, Aman 
Suria Damansara, 47301 Petaling Jaya, Selangor, malaysia.

CLASS 9—(cont.)

06006739. 24 April 2006.

Plasma tv, plasma tv display panel, recorder, 
video camera, television apparatus, television 
monitoring apparatus and instruments, computer 
display apparatus, instruments and display panels, 
including plasma display panels for use in 
television or computer monitoring; all included 
in class 9.

kabushiki kaisha hitachi seisakusho 
(d/b/a hitachi, ltd.); 6-6, marunouchi 
1-chome, chiyoda-Ku, Tokyo, Japan.

Agent: Zaharizan Ahmed meah,
 Drewmarks Patents & Design (malaysia) 

Sdn. bhd.,
 9th Floor bangunan Getah Asli (menara),
 148 Jalan Ampang,
 50450 Kuala lumpur,
 malaysia.
 

06006740. 25 April 2006.

Plasma tv, plasma tv display panel, recorder, 
video camera, television apparatus, television 
monitoring apparatus and instruments, computer 
display apparatus, instruments and display panels, 
including plasma display panels for use in 
television or computer monitoring; all included 
in class 9.

kabushiki kaisha hitachi seisakusho 
(d/b/a hitachi, ltd.); 6-6, marunouchi 
1-chome, chiyoda-Ku, Tokyo, Japan.

Agent: Zaharizan Ahmed meah,
 Drewmarks Patents & Design (malaysia) 

Sdn. bhd.,
 9th Floor bangunan Getah Asli (menara),
 148 Jalan Ampang,
 50450 Kuala lumpur,
 malaysia.
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6018753. 2006.

Advertisement of a series of two trade marks.

the trade mark is limited to the colours as 
shown in the representation on the form of 
application.

Electric batteries, including batteries for vehicles 
and marine batteries, battery boxes, battery chargers; 
all included in class 9.

supercharGe batteries pty ltd; 
23 Dulacca Street, Acacia Ridge, Queensland, 
4110, Australia.

Agent: Zaharizan Ahmed meah,
 Drewmarks Patents & Design (malaysia) 

Sdn. bhd.,
 9th Floor bangunan Getah Asli (menara),
 148 Jalan Ampang,
 50450 Kuala lumpur,
 malaysia.

04018728. 30 November 2004.

Audio receivers and video receivers; cables, 
electric; cassette players; cd players; coaxial cables; 
compact disc players; compact dics [audio-video]; 
compact discs [read-only memory]; compact dics 
recorders; computer game programs; consumer 
video game machines adapted for use with 
television receivers only; controllers, joysticks, 
memory cards, volume controllers and mouse for 
consumer video game machines adapted for use 
with television receivers only; digital versatile disc 
rom players; digital versatile disc recorders; digital 
versatile disc video recorders; digital versatile disc 
players; downloadable image and character data 
of magazine books, newspapers, maps, pictures 
and drawings; downloadable music; downloadable 
video images; electronics circuits, cd-roms and 
other memory media recorder programs for hand-
held games with liquid crystal displays; electronics 
publications; headphones; optical data media; 
optical discs optical discs [audio-video]; personal 
stereos; portable video game with television with 
a crystal display; programs for arcade video game 
machines; programs for consumer video games; 
recorded dvd-rom; recorded video discs and tapes; 
sound recorded magnetic cards, sheets and tapes; 
sound recorded optical discs; sound recording 
optical discs; sound reproduction apparatus; tape 
recorders; video cassettes; video game cartridge; 
video recorders; videotapes; video recorder optical 
discs; all included in class 9.

kabushiki kaisha sony computer 
entertainment also trading as sony 
computer intertainment inc; 2-6-21, 
minami-Aoyama, minako-Ku, Tokyo 107-0062, 
Japan.

Agent: Timothy Siaw,
 Shearn Delamore & co.,
 7th Floor, Wisma Hamzah-Kwong-Hing,
 1 leboh Ampang,
 50100 Kuala lumpur,
 malaysia.

CLASS 9—(cont.)
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CLASS 9—(cont.)

05005790. 18 April 2005.

registration of this trade mark shall give no right to the exclusive use of the words “premium” 
and “High power”.

batteries, electric, for vehicles; all included in class 9.

osima batteries ind sdn. bhd.; PT7262-7264, Ground Floor, Putra Point, Jalan bbN 
1/2b, 71800 Nilai, Negeri Sembilan, malaysia.

Agent: lok choon Hong,
 Pintas IP Group Sdn. bhd.
 Suite 6.03, 6th Floor,
 Wisma mirama,
 Jalan Wisma Putra,
 50460 Kuala lumpur,
 malaysia.

05007607. 13 may 2005.

Training aids (apparatus), training guides, manuals and materials in electronic format; all included 
in class 9.

international centre for leadership in finance; levels 23 and 24, Darul 
Takaful, No. 4, Jalan Sultan Sulaiman, 50000 Kuala lumpur, malaysia.

Agent: Su Siew ling,
 Tay & Partners,
 6th Floor, Plaza See Hoy chan,
 Jalan Raja chulan,
 50200 Kuala lumpur,
 malaysia.
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06007046. 28 April 2006.

computer hardware; computer software, including 
computer software for gaming purposes and on-
line gaming; gaming machines [adapted for use 
with an external display screen or monitor] and 
parts and accessories for gaming machines in 
this class, including software modules, storage 
media and components and erasable programmable 
read-only memory (EPROm) chips; magnetic data 
carriers, recording discs; apparatus for recording, 
transmission, reproduction or display of sound or 
images; headphones; telecommunication apparatus 
and accessories therefore; storage media including 
compact discs, digital versatile discs; data processing 
equipment; electronic systems for linking gaming 
and poker machines; virtual reality game software; 
virtual reality game hardware; parts, accessories and 
peripheral devices in this class for the aforesaid 
goods; all included in class 9.

aristocrat technoloGies australia 
pty. ltd.; 71 longueville Road, lane cove, 
New South Wales 2066, Australia.

Agent: Tai Fong lam,
 lee Hishammuddin Allen & Gledhill,
 level 16th, menara Asia life,
 189 Jalan Tun Razak,
 50400 Kuala lumpur,
 malaysia.

CLASS 9—(cont.)

05007604. 13 may 2005.

Training aids (apparatus), training guides, manuals 
and materials in electronic format; all included 
in class 9.

i n t e r n at i o n a l  c e n t r e  f o r 
leadership in finance; levels 23 and 
24, Darul Takaful, No. 4, Jalan Sultan Sulaiman, 
50000 Kuala lumpur, malaysia.

Agent: Su Siew ling,
 Tay & Partners,
 6th Floor, Plaza See Hoy chan,
 Jalan Raja chulan,
 50200 Kuala lumpur,
 malaysia.

98006640. 1 June 1998.

Electronic sensing, monitoring and recording 
instruments and software for measuring and tracking 
temperature, pressure and other process data in 
pharmaceutical and bio-technical and relating 
processing; all included in class 9.

kaye instruments inc.; 14 Deangelo Drive, 
bedford, ma, United States of America.

Agent: mary carmel Syble louis,
 Henry Goh & co. Sdn. bhd.,
 Suite 3.02, level 3,
 AmODA building,
 22 Jalan Imbi,
 55100 Kuala lumpur,
 malaysia.
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06017077. 20 September 2006.

international priority date claimed: 27 April 2006, Switzerland.

Scientific, nautical, surveying, photographic, cinematographic, optical, weighing, measuring, 
signaling, checking (supervision), life-saving and teaching apparatus and instruments; apparatus 
and instruments for conducting, switching, transforming, accumulating, regulating or controlling 
electricity; cash registers, calculating machines, data processing equipment and computers; 
fire-extinguishing apparatus; computer software (recorded); time recording apparatus; electric 
apparatus to check franking; false coin detectors; mechanisms for coin-operated apparatus; self-
regulating fuel pumps; electric tags for goods; punched card machines for offices; weighing 
machines; measures; blinkers (signaling lights); electro-dynamic apparatus for the remote control 
of signals; electronic monitoring apparatus; measuring apparatus; materials for electricity mains 
(wires, cables); wafers (silicon slices); integrated circuits; variometers; automatic time switches; 
remote control apparatus; light conducting filament (optical fibers); electronic installation for the 
remote control of industrial operations; electroplating apparatus; electronic arc-welding apparatus; 
radiological apparatus for industrial purposes; life saving apparatus and equipment; electronic 
alarms; eyeglasses; batteries and accumulators; exposed films; electronic door openers; electronic 
protection equipment; fire detecting and alarm equipment; alarm center; observation center; 
sprinkler supervisory and waterflow equipment; intruder and burglar alarm equipment; intrusion 
detection apparatus; vault alarm equipment; motion detecting equipment; electrical communication 
equipment; nurses call instruments; message programming equipment; electronic locking instruments; 
closed-circuit television (ccTV); monitors; cameras; optical lenses; camera housings; camera 
pre-packs; infrared illuminators; pan/tilts signal receiver; instruments for simultaneous handling 
and treatment of four signals and/or video cameras (quads video); multiplexers; videocassette 
recorders (VcR); electronic matrix switching installation; keyboards; system control software; 
digital video management installation; video surveillance apparatus; remote video; electronic article 
surveillance (EAS); detectors; apparatus for electronic article surveillance (EAS); deactivators; 
detachers; coded labels (anti-theft apparatus); coded hard tags; benefit denial tags; access control 
apparatus; readers; magnetic or coded cards for access control; control apparatus; electronic 
alarm management and control panels; card printers; alarm panels; glass break detectors; smoke 
detectors; carbon monoxide detectors; radio frequency identification (RFID) devices; radio 
frequency identification (RFID) readers; radio frequency identification (RFID) antenna; coded 
radio frequency identification (RFID) labels; radio frequency identification (RFID) management 
software; software to interact between radio frequency identification (RFID) devices and server; 
radio frequency identification (RFID) application software; computer software for deployment 
management; all included in class 9.

adt services aG; bahnhofstrasse 29, 8200 Schaffhausen, Switzerland.

Agent: chew Phye Keat,
 Raja, Darryl & loh,
 18th Floor, Wisma Sime Darby,
 Jalan Raja laut,
 50350 Kuala lumpur,
 malaysia.

CLASS 9—(cont.)
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06008207. 17 may 2006.

registration of this trade mark shall give no right to the exclusive use of the word “lense”.

Optical; all included class 9.

sim enG penG; No. 338, Jalan midah besar, Taman midah, cheras, 56000 Kuala lumpur, 
malaysia.

CLASS 9—(cont.)
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CLASS 9—(cont.)

98008890. 30 July 1998.

Advertisement of a series of two trade marks.

registration of this trade mark shall give no right to the exclusive use, separately of the letters 
‘Cp’ and the word ‘tech’.

Sacrifical anodes; cathodic protection system; anodes; anodes for cathodic protection; parts and 
fittings for the aforesaid goods; all included in class 9.

cathodic protection technoloGy pte ltd; 325 Telok blangah Road, Singapore 
098831.

Agent: linda Wang chaw ling,
 Tay & Partners,
 6th Floor, Plaza See Hoy chan,
 Jalan Raja chulan,
 50200 Kuala lumpur,
 malaysia.
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06020307. 7 November 2006.

registration of this trade mark shall give no right to the exclusive use of the word “.com”.

Data recorded electronically from the internet, data recorded in machine-readable form from the 
internet, digital music [downloadable] from the internet, digital music [downloadable] provided 
from mp3 web sites on the internet, weekly publications downloadable in electronic form from 
the internet, remote access online electronic information apparatus, broadband data interconnecting 
computer installations, high capacity broadband telecommunications switching apparatus; all 
included in class 9.

panGlobal insurance berhad; level 12b, menara Panglobal, No. 8 lorong P. Ramlee, 
50778 Kuala lumpur, malaysia.

Agent: Goh mei ling,
 Henry Goh & co. Sdn. bhd.,
 Suite 3.02, level 3,
 AmODA building,
 22 Jalan Imbi,
 55100 Kuala lumpur,
 malaysia.

03003169. 20 march 2003.

Helmets, batteries, battery chargers, sunglasses, spectacles, spectacles frames, spectacle lenses, 
spectacle cases; all included in class 9.

siew fook menG; 32, laluan Kledang Utara 6, Taman Wang, 31450 menglembu, Perak, 
malaysia.

CLASS 9—(cont.)
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CLASS 10

06009175. 30 may 2006.

Surgical and medical apparatus and instruments; ostomy apparatus, appliances and instruments, 
including drainage pouches, closed pouches, urostomy pouches, ostomy barriers, ostomy gaskets 
and seal rings, stoma caps, loop ostomy bridges, postoperative pouches, stoma irrigators, stoma 
irrigator drains, stoma cones and tubes, pouch clamps, pouch covers, ostomy belts and adaptors, 
ostomy pouch filters, urostomy drain tubes and tube adaptors, convex inserts for ostomy pouches; 
apparatus for use in medicine for wound care, including wound drainage collectors, catheter 
access ports, drain/tube attachment devices, heel, knee and elbow protectors (supportive-) [other 
than sports articles], limb holders; apparatus for use in the control of incontinence, including 
male catheters, female urinary collectors for medical or surgical use, fecal and urinary collection 
pouches for medical or surgical use, urinary leg bags, bedside drainage collectors [medical], 
sizing instruments for urinary collectors, leg bag straps and tubing; circumcision instruments [for 
medical or surgical use]; trays for holding surgical instruments; umbilical cord clamp clippers 
[for medical or surgical use]; urine specimen collectors [for medical or surgical use]; amniotic 
membrane perforators [for medical or surgical use]; foot printers [medical or surgical instruments], 
breast pumps for the purpose of extracting human milk and other breast feeding apparatus; all 
included in class 10.

hollister incorporated; 2000 Hollister Drive, libertyville, Illinois 60048, United 
States of America.

Agent: Zaharizan Ahmed meah,
 Drewmarks Patents & Designs (malaysia) Sdn. bhd.,
 9th Floor, bangunan Getah Asli (menara),
 148 Jalan Ampang,
 50450 Kuala lumpur,
 malaysia.
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06019828. 1 November 2006.

Therapeutic mattresses, mattress cover, mattress 
protection for health purposes; all included in 
class 10.

eternal stronG sdn. bhd.; K-2-1 Jalan 
PJU 1/43, Aman Suria Damansara, 47301 Petaling 
Jaya, Selangor, malaysia.

Agent: Rashidah Ridha Sheikh Khalid,
 Sheikh & Shaik,
 3-3-13 Taman Shamelin Perkasa,
 Jalan 3/91, cheras,
 56100 Kuala lumpur,
 malaysia.

06020066. 3 November 2006.

Ophthalmic surgical apparatus and instruments 
included in class 10.

alcon, inc.; bosch 69, cH-6331 Hunenberg, 
Switzerland.

Agent: Timothy Siaw,
 Shearn Delamore & co.,
 7th Floor,  Wisma Hamzah-Kwong 

Hing,
 1 leboh Ampang,
 50100 Kuala lumpur,
 malaysia.

06019130. 18 October 2006.

registration of this trade mark shall give no right 
to the exclusive use of the words ‘the Original’ 
and ‘product’.

Therapeutic devices and apparatus, namely pads, 
cushions, packs and pillows containing treated 
wheat that may be heated, or chilled for relieving 
stress, pain and tension, which may be provided 
in the shape of animals or characters, pads, 
cushions, packs which may be heated or chilled 
for therapeutic treatment or providing benefit to 
persons, which may be provided in the shape 
of animals or characters; pacifiers; all included 
in class 10.

heat wheat international pty ltd; 
Unit 1/10 millaroo Drive, Helensvale Queensland 
4212, Australia.

Agent: Goh mei ling,
 Henry Goh & co. Sdn. bhd.,
 Suite 3.02, level 3, AmODA building,
 22 Jalan Imbi,
 55100 Kuala lumpur,
 malaysia.

CLASS 10—(cont.)
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06010565. 20 June 2006.

medical measurement apparatus and instruments, namely, stethoscope, blood pressure measuring 
apparatus, blood pressure monitors, blood glucose meters, pulse counters, body-fat measuring 
devices, electrocardiographs, thermometers, digital forehead thermometers, digital ear thermometers, 
all for medical purposes, oximeter, namely medical devices for measuring the oxygen saturation 
of arterial blood, medical measurement apparatus and instruments for cardiovascular applications; 
all included in class 10.

inventec multimedia & telecom corporation; 5F., No. 396, Sec. 1, Neihu 
Road, Taipei city, Taiwan, Republic of china.

Agent: Ng mae lin,
 Advanz Fidelis Sdn. bhd.,
 Suite 609, block D,
 Phileo Damansara 1,
 9 Jalan 16/11,
 46350 Petaling Jaya,
 Selangor,
 malaysia.

CLASS 10—(cont.)

95005019. 28 may 1995.

blood glucose monitoring devices included in 
class 10.

Johnson & Johnson; One Johnson & Johnson 
Plaza, New brunswick, New Jersey 08933-7001, 
United States of America.

Agent: Shearn Delamore & co.,
 7th Floor, Wisma Hamzah-Kwong Hing,
 1 leboh Ampang,
 50100 Kuala lumpur,
 malaysia.

06020216. 6 November 2006.

international priority date claimed: 5 may 2006, 
Germany.

Surgical, medical, dental and veterinary apparatus 
and instruments, artificial limbs, eyes and teeth; 
orthopedic articles; suture materials; all included 
in class 10.

basf aktienGesellschaft; carl-bosch-
Strasse 38, ludwigshafen Am Rhein, Germany.

Agent: Zaharizan Ahmed meah,
 Drewmarks Patents & Designs (malaysia) 

Sdn. bhd.,
 9th Floor, bangunan Getah Asli (menara),
 148 Jalan Ampang,
 50450 Kuala lumpur,
 malaysia.
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06020912. 15 November 2006.

medical devices, namely stents; all included in class 10.

cordis corporation; 14201 N.W. 60th Avenue, miami lakes, Florida, United States of 
America.

Agent: Indran a/l Shanmuganathan,
 Shearn Delamore & co.,
 7th Floor, Wisma Hamzah-Kwong Hing,
 1 leboh Ampang,
 50100 Kuala lumpur,
 malaysia.

06020778. 14 November 2006.

registration of this trade mark shall give no right to the exclusive use of the word “baby”.

Toilet insets and toilet seats for children; all included in class 11.

baby bJorn ab; box 595 182 15, Danderyd, Sweden.

Agent: michael chai Woon chew,
 michael chai & co.,
 level 5, Wisma Hong leong,
 18 Jalan Perak,
 50450 Kuala lumpur,
 malaysia.

CLASS 10—(cont.)

CLASS 11
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06011010. 27 June 2006.

international priority date claimed: 23 January 
2006, france.

the trade mark is limited to the colours as 
shown in the representation on the form of 
application.

lighting apparatus and installations; all included 
in class 11.

architecture lumiere conseil – 
a.l.c.; 54 Quai Saint Vincent, 69001 lyon, 
France.

Agent: charmayne Ong Poh Yin,
 Skrine,
 Unit 50-8-1, 8th Floor,
 Wisma UOA Damansara,
 50 Jalan Dungun,
 Damansara Heights,
 50490 Kuala lumpur,
 malaysia.

06017991. 4 October 2006.

registration of this trade mark shall give no 
right to the exclusive use of a letter “f”.

Range hoods; cooker hoods; range hood fans; 
ventilating fans; electric cooking ranges; electric 
cooking ovens; electric cooking stoves; gas cooking 
ranges; gas cooking ovens; gas cooking stoves; 
all included in class 11.

fuJi industrial co., ltd.; 1-9, Fuchinobe 
2-chome, Sagamihara-Shi, Kanagawa-Ken, 
Japan.

Agent: charmayne Ong Poh Yin,
 Skrine,
 Unit 50-8-1, 8th Floor,
 Wisma UOA Damansara,
 50 Jalan Dungun,
 Damansara Heights,
 50490 Kuala lumpur,
 malaysia.

CLASS 11—(cont.)

05009244. 10 June 2005.

Water filtering operators for use in aquarium; aquarium lamps; aquarium filtration apparatus; 
aquarium heaters; filters for aquariums; all included in class 11.

kw aquatic supplies sdn. bhd.; 506, Jalan Ayer Itam, 11400 Pulau Pinang, 
malaysia.

Agent: loh Yen Pheng,
 Intellect Worldwide Sdn. bhd.,
 3.02 3rd Floor, menara PScI,
 39 Jalan Sultan Ahmad Shah,
 10050 Pulau Pinang,
 malaysia.
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05014565. 30 August 2005.

Drier (heating apparatus), driers (air); condensers; evaporators and coils for use in evaporators; 
switches for use in air conditioning apparatus; hoses for use in air conditioning apparatus; oils for 
use in air conditioning apparatus; electric fans (air-conditioning) and fans (parts of air conditioning 
installations; motors used in air conditioning apparatus; all included in class 11.

pely auto aircon parts pte. ltd; No. 10 Anson Road #30-04, International Plaza,  
Singapore 079903.

Agent: Goh meng Yew,
 Iza Ng Yeoh & Kit,
 Suite 13.08, 13th Floor,
 Plaza 138,
 138 Jalan Ampang,
 50450 Kuala lumpur,
 malaysia.

CLASS 11—(cont.)

06016925. 18 September 2006.

registration of this trade mark shall give no right to the exclusive use of the word “Design”.

Sanitary apparatus installations; toilet bowls; toilet seats; basins; cisterns; cistern covers; urinals; 
urinal partitions; squatting pans; soap holders; toilet paper holders; water closets; all included 
in class 11.

Gbh bathroom products sdn. bhd.; 238, Jalan Segambut, 51200 Kuala lumpur, 
malaysia.

Agent: Kandiah s/o Palaniyandi,
 Kandiah & Associates Sdn. bhd.,
 Suite 8-7-2, 7th Floor,
 menara mutiara bangsar,
 Jalan liku, Off Jalan bangsar,
 59100 Kuala lumpur,
 malaysia.
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CLASS 11—(cont.)

05022012. 29 December 2005.

registration of this trade mark shall give no 
right to the exclusive use of the words “Healthy 
water System”.

Apparatus for water supply; water purification 
filters, water filtering apparatus, water filtration 
installation, purification installations for water; 
parts and fittings for the aforesaid goods; all 
included in class 11.

panG kok chai trading as platinum 
home appliance; No. 33A, Jalan Wira 
Jaya, Taman Ipoh Jaya Timur 1, 31350 Ipoh, 
Perak, malaysia.

06010775. 22 June 2006.

registration of this trade mark shall give no right to the exclusive use of the words “Household 
trading”.

Electric deep fat fryers, domestic plate warmers, electric food warmers, griddles [electric cooking 
utensils], heated cabinets for foodstuffs, heated cabinets for use in the food service industry, 
electric steamers for cooking, electric popcorn making machines, electric cooking stoves, stoves 
[cooking apparatus], stoves [heating apparatus], water boilers, heating apparatus for foodstuffs, 
machines for preparing food [electric, cooking]; all included in class 11.

lim brothers household tradinG; 25, Jalan Segambut Selatan, Segambut, 51200 
Kuala lumpur, malaysia.

Agent: Tan Sin Su,
 Quality Oracle Sdn. bhd.,
 17-2-2 Jalan 4/62D,
 medan Putra business centre,
 52200 Kuala lumpur,
 malaysia.

00000600. 21 January 2000.

international priority date claimed: 3 August 
1999, france.

Apparatus for lighting, heating, steam generating, 
cooking, refrigerating, drying, ventilating, water 
supply and sanitary purposes; lighting, taps for 
pipes; fuel economisers; evaporators; all included 
in class 11.

s o c i e t e  d e  n e G o c e  e t  d e 
participation; 2, Rue De la Tour Des 
Dames, 75009 Paris, France.

Agent: Wong Sai Fong,
 Shearn Delamore & co.,
 7th Floor, Wisma Hamzah-Kwong 

Hing,
 1 leboh Ampang,
 50100 Kuala lumpur,
 malaysia.
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04019256. 9 December 2004.

Air conditioners; room coolers; air circulators; ventilators; air cleaners; electric fans; electric 
refrigerators; hot-water heaters; filters for air conditioning apparatus; electric freezers; parts and 
fittings for the aforesaid goods; all included in class 11.

fuJitsu General limited; 1116, Suenaga, Takatsu-Ku, Kawasaki-Shi, Kanagawa-Ken, 
Japan.

Agent: charmayne Ong Poh Yin,
 Skrine,
 Unit 50-8-1, 8th Floor, Wisma UOA Damansara,
 50 Jalan Dungun, Damansara Heights,
 50490 Kuala lumpur,
 malaysia.

06018473. 10 October 2006.

registration of this trade mark shall give no right to the exclusive use of the letter “e” and 
the words “Electronic inverter ballast”.

Apparatus for lighting included in class 11.

orianoo tradinG sdn. bhd.; Plot 22, lorong Perusahaan maju 2, Prai, Industrial Estate, 
Phase 4, 13600 Prai, Seberang Prai, Pulau Pinang, malaysia.

CLASS 11—(cont.)
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06021318. 21 November 2006.

registration of this trade mark shall give no right to the exclusive use of the letters “mb” and 
the word “bright”.

the trade mark is limited to the colours as shown in the representation on the form of 
application.

Apparatus for lighting, illumination lightbox, lighting signboard, heating, steam generating, cooking, 
refrigerating, drying, ventilating, water supply and sanitary purposes; all included in class 11.

halbriGht (m) sdn bhd; 10, Jalan TPK 1/6, Seksyen 1, Taman Perindustrian Kinrara, 
47100 Puchong, Selangor, malaysia.

CLASS 11—(cont.)
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04016260. 22 October 2004.

International priority date claimed: 23 April 
2004, France.

Vehicles, apparatus for locomotion by land, air 
or water; motor vehicles, vehicles for military 
use, armoured vehicles, their parts and fittings, 
including motors, transmissions, brakes, wheels, 
suspension shock absorbers, chassis, bodies, gear 
boxes; all included in Class 12.

PEUGEOT SA; 75 Avenue De La Grande Armee, 
75116 Paris, France.

Agent: Goh Mei Ling,
 Henry Goh & Co. Sdn. Bhd.,
 Suite 3.02, Level 3,
 AMODA Building,
 22 Jalan Imbi,
 55100 Kuala Lumpur,
 Malaysia.

CLASS 12

04013514. 10 September 2004.

Registration of this Trade Mark shall give no 
right to the exclusive use, separately, of the 
letters ‘MK’ and romanised numeral ‘II’ except 
as shown in the representation on the form of 
application.

Brakes, brake segments, linings and shoes for 
vehicles-lorries, cars, motorcycles, cycles; parts and 
fittings for vehicles; all included in Class 12.

AUTO FRICTION MANUFACTURING 
SDN. BHD.;  PT 21300K, Jalan Gelam 2, 
Kawasan Perindustrian Gong Badak, 21300 Kuala 
Terengganu, Terengganu, Malaysia.

Agent: Kristin Cheah Siew Khooi,
 TGKC Intelpro Sdn. Bhd.,
 188 Jalan Kajang Jaya 7,
 Taman Kajang Jaya,
 43000 Kajang,
 Selangor,
 Malaysia.

06019471. 26 October 2006.

Chassis components, namely, u-joints; shock absorbers; drag links; tie rod ends; control arm 
bushings; ball joints; control arm shaft kits, sold as a unit, comprising control arm shafts, bushings, 
nuts and washers; sway bar link kits, sold as a unit, comprising bolts, nuts, sleeves, washers and 
bushings; strut rod bushings; strut rod bushing kits, sold as a unit, comprising washers, bushings, 
nuts and spacers; rack and pinion mount bushings; axle pivot bushings; centre links; idler arms; 
and pitman arms; all above goods for use in land vehicles; all included in Class 12.

FEDERAL-MOGUL PRODUCTS, INC.; 26555 Northwestern Highway, Southfield, Michigan 
48034, United States of America.

Agent: M. Angeline Raj,
 Ella Cheong Spruson & Ferguson (M) Sdn Bhd.,
 #06-03 Wisma Bandar,
 18 Jalan Tuanku Abdul Rahman,
 50100 Kuala Lumpur,
 Malaysia.
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CLASS 12—(cont.)

04001989. 24 February 2004.

Suspensions, absorbers, springs, disc brakes, signals (directions) for vehicles, sport rims, tyres; 
parts and fittings thereof; all included in Class 12.

LIM CHOON MUN; RS One Auto Parts, 379, Jalan 21/39, Taman Petaling, Kepong Baru, 
52100 Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia.

02007341. 25 June 2002.

Motor vehicles and parts thereof; all included in Class 12.

GENERAL MOTORS CORPORATION; 300 Renaissance Center, City of Detroit, State of 
Michigan, 48265-3000, United States of America.

Agent: Zaharizan Ahmed Meah,
 Drewmarks Patents & Designs (Malaysia) Sdn Bhd,
 9th Floor, Bangunan Getah Asli (Menara),
 148 Jalan Ampang,
 50450 Kuala Lumpur,
 Malaysia.
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06011560. 3 July 2006.

International priority date claimed; 19 January 2006, Benelux.

The Trade Mark is limited to the colours as shown in the representation on the form of 
application.

Fuel caps; caps for engine oil intakes; land vehicles parts, namely power steering hose assemblies 
and kits for vehicles; flexible couplings for coupling rotating shafts in the power train of land 
vehicles; mudguards and splash guards for vehicles; transmission belts, power transmission belts 
and timing belts for land vehicles including variable speed belts; power transmission apparatus 
and parts other than belts for land vehicles including hose clamp; wiper blades including wiper 
blade refills, wiper blade arms and wiper blade linkage, tire valve caps and brake line hose for 
vehicles; engine transmission belts for land vehicles; engine components for land vehicles namely 
modules comprising a set of engine parts; couplings and flexible couplings for land vehicles; 
hose couplings for use in land vehicles; couplings for land vehicles; hydraulic couplings for 
land vehicles; shaft couplings for land vehicles; power transmission couplings for land vehicles; 
safety couplings for land vehicles; elastic couplings for land vehicles; sprockets for land vehicles; 
flexible couplings connecting an engine shaft and a shaft which drives engine accessories; flexible 
couplings transmitting power between an electric motor and gearing for an electric steering 
system for land vehicles; power transmission drive components including tensioners, variable 
diameters pulleys, tensioning idlers, adjustable lock centre pulleys, lockable tensioning devices, 
dual pulley tensioning systems, toothed belts and v-ribbed belts, low modulus belts, clutches and 
alternator decouplers, accessories, namely sprockets, pulleys, idlers, belt tensioners, alternators, 
air conditioner compressors, water pumps, power steering pumps, tensioners, belt tensioners, and 
components for asynchronous belt drive systems and accessories, namely sprockets, pulleys, idlers, 
belt tensioners, alternators, air conditioner compressors, water pumps, power steering pumps, belt 
tensioners, and components for synchronous belt drive systems, all for use with land vehicles; 
all included in Class 12.

THE GATES CORPORATION; 1551 Wewatta Street, Denver, Colorado 80202, United States 
of America.

Agent: Zaharizan Ahmed Meah,
 Drewmarks Patents & Designs (Malaysia) Sdn Bhd,
 9th Floor, Bangunan Getah Asli (Menara),
 148 Jalan Ampang,
 50450 Kuala Lumpur,
 Malaysia.

CLASS 12—(cont.)
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05004523. 28 March 2005.

The rod end; ball joint; rack end; stabilizer link; center link; drag link; pitman arm; idler arm; 
lower arm; side rod assembly; all included in Class 12.

SKI INDUSTRY SDN. BHD.; Lot 453, Jalan Muda Kuari, 06000 Jitra, Kedah, Malaysia.

Agent: Yip Jiun Hann,
 Trademark2U Sdn Bhd,
 Suite 3.43, Kompleks Desa, Batu 8,
 Jalan Kepong,
 52100 Kuala Lumpur,
 Malaysia.

06010917. 23 June 2006.

Jewelry and watches; all included in Class 14.

THE H.D. LEE COMPANY, INC.; 3411 Silverside Road, Wilmington, Delaware 19810, United 
States of America.

Agent: Zaharizan Ahmed Meah,
 Drewmarks Patents & Designs (Malaysia) Sdn. Bhd.,
 9th Floor, Bangunan Getah Asli (Menara),
 148 Jalan Ampang,
 50450 Kuala Lumpur,
 Malaysia.

CLASS 12—(cont.)

CLASS 14
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06021210. 20 November 2006.

The transliteration and translation of the Chinese characters appearing in the Mark is ‘Shi Tou 
Ji’ meaning ‘The Story of Stone’.

Ornaments [jewellery]; amulets [jewellery]; charms [jewellery]; pearls; pendants; precious stones; 
necklaces; jewellery; earrings; brooches; bracelets; rings; pins [jewellery] and parts thereof; all 
included in Class 14.

GUANGZHOU ISTONE JEWELRY CO., LTD.; Jewelry Centre, No. 1, Daguan Road, Huadu 
District, Guangzhou City, China.

Agent: Rajkumar a/l Mathusuthanan,
 Law, Raj & Partners,
 Unit 1013, 10th Floor, Block A, Damansara Intan,
 1 Jalan SS20/27,
 47400 Petaling Jaya,
 Selangor,
 Malaysia.

CLASS 14—(cont.)

06012684. 19 July 2006.

Goods in precious metals or their alloys or, coated therewith, not included in other classes; 
jewelry; paste jewelry; costume jewelry; trinkets [jewelry]; bracelets [jewelry]; brooches [jewelry]; 
chains [jewelry]; charms [jewelry]; rings [jewelry]; earrings; ornaments [jewelry]; precious stones; 
semi-precious stones; horological and chronometric instruments; clock cases; cases for watches 
[presentation]; watch chains; watch straps; watch springs; wristwatches; tie-clips; tie-pins; cuff 
links; key rings [trinkets or fobs]; ornamental pins; shoe ornaments [of precious metals]; powder 
compacts [of precious metals]; parts and fittings for all the aforesaid goods included in this 
class; all included in Class 14.

C.K. TANG LIMITED; 310 Orchard Road, Singapore 238864.

Agent: Chew Kherk Ying,
 Wong & Partners,
 Level 41, Menara Maxis,
 Kuala Lumpur City Centre,
 50088 Kuala Lumpur,
 Malaysia.
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05019104. 14 November 2005.

International priority date claimed: 16 May 2005, Japan.

Alarm clocks; automobile clocks; candle extinguishers and candlesticks of precious metal; clock 
and watch hands; commemorative shields; dials for clocks and watches; earrings; tie pins; 
pendants; brooches; jewellery; trinket rings; bracelets; flower vases and bowls of precious metal; 
jewel cases of precious metal; keyrings; needle cases of precious metal; nutcrackers of precious 
metal; pepper pots of precious metal; sugar bowls of precious metal; salt shakers of precious 
metal; egg cups of precious metal; napkin holders of precious metal; napkin rings of precious 
metal; trays of precious metal; toothpick holders of precious metal; other parts and accessories 
of clocks and watches; pendulums; pocket watches; powder compacts of precious metal; precious 
metals and their alloys; purses and wallets of precious metal; shoe ornaments of precious metal; 
smokers’ articles of precious metal; stopwatches; table clocks; trophies; unwrought and semi-
wrought precious stones and their imitations; wall clocks; watch and clock cases; watch and 
clock springs; watch bands and straps; watch chains; watch glasses; wrist watches; drinking cups, 
dishes, teapots, jugs of precious metal in Class 14; all included in Class 14.

KABUSHIKI KAISHA SONY COMPUTER ENTERTAINMENT also trading as SONY 
COMPUTER ENTERTAINMENT INC.; 2-6-21, Minami-Aoyama, Minato-Ku, Tokyo 107-0062, 
Japan.

Agent: Pauline Khor Hong Ping,
 Shearn Delamore & Co.,
 7th Floor, Wisma Hamzah-Kwong Hing,
 1 Leboh Ampang,
 50100 Kuala Lumpur,
 Malaysia.

05006755. 3 May 2005.

Jewellery included in Class 14.

MEER SADIK BIN HABIB MOHAMED; Lot 106, Lorong Mamanda 2, Ampang Point, 68000 
Ampang, Selangor, Malaysia.

Agent: Wong Sai Fong,
 Shearn Delamore & Co.,
 7th Floor, Wisma Hamzah-Kwong Hing,
 1 Leboh Ampang,
 50100 Kuala Lumpur,
 Malaysia.

CLASS 14—(cont.)
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06008928. 26 May 2006.

It is a conditions of registration that the star device appearing in the mark shall not be used in 
the colour red or any similar color or colours.

Watch included in Class 14.

TA YEE SDN. BHD.; 15/17, Jalan Murai Batu, Taman Kim, 02100 Padang Besar, Perlis, 
Malaysia.

CLASS 14—(cont.)

04006456. 14 May 2004.

Registration of this Trade Mark shall give no right to the exclusive use of a device of clock.

Watches, wristwatches, sun dials, pocket watches, table clocks, chronoscopes, chronometers, 
chronographs (watches), control clocks (master clocks), electronic watches, electronic clocks, 
alarm clocks, clocks for automobile, atomic clock, clock cases, pendulums, watch glasses, watch 
chains, watch springs, clocks hand clock and watch making, dials, stopwatches, master clocks, 
movements for clocks and watches; all included in Class 14.

TA YEE SDN. BHD.; No. 15/17, Jalan Murai Batu, Taman Kim, 02100 Padang Besar, Perlis, 
Malaysia.

Agent: Narayanan a/l Arunachalam,
 Nara’s Secretarial Services,
 24 Jalan Desa 3/8,
 Taman Desa Country Homes,
 48000 Rawang,
 Selangor,
 Malaysia.
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CLASS 14—(cont.)

06015506. 30 August 2006.

Personal ornaments; unwrought and semi-wrought 
precious stones and their imitations; purses and 
wallets of precious metal; powder compacts of 
precious metal; keyrings; clocks and watches; 
tableware of precious metal; nutcrackers, pepper 
pots, sugar bowls, salt shakers, egg cups, napkin 
holders, napkin rings, trays and toothpick holders 
of precious metal; boxes of precious metal for 
needles; candle extinguishers and candlesticks of 
precious metal; jewel cases of precious metal; 
flower vases and bowls of precious metal; trophies; 
commemorative shields; shoe ornaments of precious 
metal; smokers’ articles of precious metal; precious 
metal all included in Class 14.

KABUSHIKI KAISHA FAST RETAILING; 
717-1, Oaza Sayama, Yamaguchi-Shi, Yamaguchi, 
754-0894, Japan.

Agent: Wong Jin Nee,
 Wong Jin Nee & Teo,
 13A-5 Level 13A, Menara Milenium,
 8 Jalan Damanlela, Bukit Damansara,
 50490 Kuala Lumpur,
 Malaysia.

06017558. 27 September 2006.

Jewellery included in Class 14.

SINGELRINGEN AB; Birger Jarlsgatan 2, S-114 
34 Stockholm, Sweden.

Agent: Goh Mei Ling,
 Henry Goh & Co. Sdn. Bhd.,
 Suite 3.02, Level 3, AMODA Building,
 22 Jalan Imbi,
 55100 Kuala Lumpur,
 Malaysia.

06022589. 8 December 2006.

Jewellery; watches; clocks; precious metals and 
their alloys and goods in precious metals or 
coated therewith, not included in other classes; 
costume jewellery, precious stones; horological 
and chronometric instruments; all included in 
Class 14.

TRINITY TEXTILES LIMITED; 10 Shing Yip 
Street, Kwun Tong, Kowloon, Hong Kong.

Agent: Zaharizan Ahmed Meah,
 Drewmarks Patents & Designs (Malaysia) 

Sdn. Bhd.,
 9 th  F loor,  Bangunan Getah  Asl i 

(Menara),
 148 Jalan Ampang,
 50450 Kuala Lumpur,
 Malaysia.
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CLASS 14—(cont.)

06001361. 26 January 2006.

Precious metals and their alloys and goods in precious metals and coated therewith, not included 
in other classes; jewellery, precious stones; horological and chronometric instrument; all included 
in Class 14.

J-LIN CIPTA SDN. BHD.; 123Q, 5th Floor, Wisma Lister Garden, Macalister Road, 10450 
Pulau Pinang, Malaysia.

06022583. 8 December 2006.

Jewellery; watches; clocks; precious metals and their alloys and goods in precious metals or 
coated therewith, not included in other classes; costume jewellery, precious stones; horological 
and chronometric instruments; all included in Class 14.

TRINITY TEXTILES LIMITED; 10 Shing Yip Street, Kwun Tong, Kowloon, Hong Kong.

Agent: Zaharizan Ahmed Meah,
 Drewmarks Patents & Designs (Malaysia) Sdn. Bhd.,
 9th Floor, Bangunan Getah Asli (Menara),
 148 Jalan Ampang,
 50450 Kuala Lumpur,
 Malaysia.
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06007594. 8 May 2006.

Advertisement of a series of five Trade Marks.

The transliteration of the Chinese characters 
appearing in the mark is ‘Long De Chuan Ren’ 
which has no meaning.

Precious metals or coated therewith; precious stones; 
jewellery; bracelets, chains, rings, earrings, gold 
[unwrought or beaten]; objects of imitation gold, 
gold and silver wares [other than cutlery, forks 
and spoons]; clocks and watches; all included 
in Class 14.

SEE LEN FONG trading as LONG DE CHUAN 
REN ENTERPRISE;  18,  Jalan SL 7/14, 
Bandar Sungai Long, 43000 Kajang, Selangor, 
Malaysia.

Agent: Goh Mei Ling,
 Henry Goh & Co. Sdn. Bhd.,
 Suite 3.02, Level 3,
 AMODA Building,
 22 Jalan Imbi,
 55100 Kuala Lumpur,
 Malaysia.

06022996. 15 December 2006.

Precious metals and their alloys and goods in 
precious metals or coated herewith, not included 
in other classes, jewellery, precious stones; 
horological and chronometric instruments; all 
included in Class 14.

SOH LIP MENG; 10 Jalan Riang Ria Satu, Taman 
Mulia, 81200 Johor Bahru, Johor, Malaysia.

06022992. 15 December 2006.

Precious metals and their alloys and goods in precious metals or coated herewith, not included  
in other classes, jewellery, precious stones; horological and chronometric instruments; all included 
in Class 14.

SOH LIP MENG; 10 Jalan Riang Ria Satu, Taman Mulia, 81200 Johor Bahru, Johor, 
Malaysia.

CLASS 14—(cont.)
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06022814. 13 December 2006.

Jewellery and costume jewellery; all included in Class 14.

CHIAN YIH SDN BHD; No. 1 & 3, Jalan Desa Serdang 3, Desa Serdang, Serdang Lama, 
43300 Selangor, Malaysia.

Agent: Lim Keng Mui,
 KM Lim, Joyce Lau & Partners,
 55-3 Jalan Puteri 2/1,
 Bandar Puteri,
 47100 Puchong,
 Selangor,
 Malaysia.

CLASS 14—(cont.)
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05000207. 5 January 2005.

Registration of this Trade Mark shall give no right to the exclusive use of the words “Stand 
for Music”.

Accessories for musical instruments, namely music stands, sheet music stands, music stand 
extensions for musicians, sheet music compartments for attaching to stands for musicians, tuning 
forks, tuning hammers, musical instrument stands and holders, keyboard stands, carrier bags for 
musical instruments and accessories for musical instruments, namely for music stands and musical 
instrument stands; all included in Class 15.

KONIG & MEYER GmbH & CO. KG.; Kiesweg 2, 97877 Wertheim Am Main, Germany.

Agent: Timothy Siaw,
 Shearn Delamore & Co.,
 7th Floor, Wisma Hamzah-Kwong Hing,
 1 Leboh Ampang,
 50100 Kuala Lumpur,
 Malaysia.

CLASS 15

06022879. 14 December 2006.

Fountain pens; ball point pens; mechanical pencils; marking pens and other writing instruments; 
stationery; all included in Class 16.

KABUSHIKI KAISHA PILOT CORPORATION (also trading as PILOT CORPORATION); 
6-21, Kyobashi 2-Chome, Chuo-Ku, Tokyo, Japan.

Agent: Charmayne Ong Poh Yin,
 Skrine,
 Unit 50-8-1, 8th Floor, Wisma UOA Damansara,
 50 Jalan Dungun, Damansara Heights,
 50490 Kuala Lumpur,
 Malaysia.

CLASS 16
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06022117. 4 December 2006.

Paper, cardboard and goods made from these materials, not included in other classes; packaging; 
plastic materials for packaging (not included in other classes); packing materials and containers; 
bags (envelopes, pouches) of paper or plastics, for packaging; boxes of cardboard or paper; bubble 
packs (plastic-), for wrapping or packaging; cardboard tubes; plastic film for wrapping; plastic 
film for packaging; packing tissue; pens; packaging boxes, cartons and containers; packaging 
materials; packaging bags; bubble wrap; adhesive packaging tapes; adhesive tapes for use in 
packaging and wrapping; adhesive tapes for office or household use; storage units; storage racks 
for office use; storage sleeves; storage wallets; parts and fittings for any or all of the aforesaid 
goods in this class; all included in Class 16.

BIG YELLOW GROUP PLC.; 2, The Deans, Bridge Road, Bagshot GU19 5AT Surrey, United 
Kingdom.

Agent: Mary @ Merry a/p T. Valliyaparambil T.,
 Ella Cheong Spruson & Ferguson (M) Sdn. Bhd.,
 #06-03 Wisma Bandar,
 18 Jalan Tuanku Abdul Rahman,
 50100 Kuala Lumpur,
 Malaysia.

06012217. 12 July 2006.

International priority date claimed: 27 June 2006, Federal Republic of Germany.

Printed matter, in particular manuals and instruction manuals; all included in Class 16.

QIMONDA AG; Gustav-Heinemann-Ring 212, 81739 Munchen, Federal Republic of Germany.

Agent: Zaharizan Ahmed Meah,
 Drewmarks Patents & Designs (Malaysia) Sdn. Bhd.,
 9th Floor, Bangunan Getah Asli (Menara),
 148 Jalan Ampang,
 50450 Kuala Lumpur,
 Malaysia.

CLASS 16—(cont.)
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06018565. 11 October 2006.

Advertisement material of paper or cardboard; bags 
of paper or plastic; bags of paper or plastic for 
packaging; banners and signboards of paper and 
cardboard binders; bottle envelopes or wrappers of 
cardboard or paper; boxes of cardboard or paper; 
bubble packs of plastic for packaging; brochures; 
calendars; catalogues; charts; envelopes; graphic 
prints; graphic representations; invoices; note 
books; paper and paper articles; cardboard and 
cardboard articles; plastic materials for packaging; 
prospectuses; cards; forms; labels; letterheads; 
manuals (handbooks): jackets for papers; magazines; 
newsletters; office requisites, except furniture; 
pamphlets; paperweights; pen and pencils; pen and 
pencils cases and holders; periodicals; photographs; 
printed mater and publications; postcards; posters; 
signs; stands; stationery; stickers; tags of paper; 
teaching materials, except apparatus; wrapping 
materials; writing materials; tickets; writing paper; 
all included in Class 16.

GOLDEN HOPE RESEARCH SDN. BHD.; 
Golden Hope Research Centre, KM 10, Jalan 
Banting-Kelanang, 42700 Banting, Selangor, 
Malaysia.

Agent: Mohamad Bustaman bin Haji Abdullah,
 Bustaman,
 Lot C9-3, Jalan Selaman 1,
 Dataran Palma,
 68000 Ampang,
 Selangor,
 Malaysia.

05001166. 25 January 2005.

The transliteration and translation of the Tamil 
characters appearing in the mark is “Osai” 
meaning “Tone of Sound”.

Paper, cardboard and goods made from these 
materials; calendars; diaries; folders and files 
(stationery); greeting cards; announcement cards 
(stationery); magazines; periodicals; photographs; 
posters; printed; publications; printed matters; 
office requisites (except furniture); letterheads; 
envelopes; complimentary slips; mailing labels; 
business cards; brochures; pamphlets; printed 
programmes; guides; catalogues; charts; signboards 
and advertisement boards of paper or cardboard; 
drawings (graphic); printed products for packaging 
purposes; advertising circulars; address stamps; 
bags (envelopes, pouches) of paper or plastics 
for packaging; binders (loose-leaf); booklets; 
bookmarkers; clipboards; covers (stationery); 
coasters of paper or plastic; forms (printed); 
handbooks (manual); newsletters; notebooks; 
notepads; paperweights; stationery; pictures; 
postcards; prospectuses; seals (stamps) stickers 
(stationery); bumper stickers; car stickers; tickets; 
wrapping paper; writing materials; writing 
instruments; all included in Class 16.

AIRTIME MANAGEMENT & PROGRAMMING 
SDN. BHD.; 3rd Floor, Administration Building, 
All Asia Broadcast Centre, Technology Park 
Malaysia, Lebuhraya Puchong-Sungai Besi, Bukit 
Jalil, 57000 Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia.

Agent: Karen Navamani Abraham,
 Shearn Delamore & Co.,
 7th Floor, Wisma Hamzah-Kwong 

Hing,
 1 Leboh Ampang,
 50100 Kuala Lumpur,
 Malaysia.

CLASS 16—(cont.)
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06018567. 11 October 2006.

Advertisement material of paper or cardboard; bags of paper or plastic; bags of paper or plastic for 
packaging; banners and signboards of paper and cardboard binders; bottle envelopes or wrappers of 
cardboard or paper; boxes of cardboard or paper; bubble packs of plastic for packaging; brochures; 
calendars; catalogues; charts; envelopes; graphic prints; graphic representations; invoices; note 
books; paper and paper articles; cardboard and cardboard articles; plastic materials for packaging; 
prospectuses; cards; forms; labels; letterheads; manuals (handbooks): jackets for papers; magazines; 
newsletters; office requisites, except furniture; pamphlets; paperweights; pen and pencils; pen and 
pencils cases and holders; periodicals; photographs; printed mater and publications; postcards; 
posters; signs; stands; stationery; stickers; tags of paper; teaching materials, except apparatus; 
wrapping materials; writing materials; tickets; writing paper; all included in Class 16.

GOLDEN HOPE RESEARCH SDN. BHD.; Golden Hope Research Centre, KM 10, Jalan 
Banting-Kelanang, 42700 Banting, Selangor, Malaysia.

Agent: Mohamad Bustaman bin Haji Abdullah,
 Bustaman,
 Lot C9-3, Jalan Selaman 1,
 Dataran Palma,
 68000 Ampang,
 Selangor,
 Malaysia.

CLASS 16—(cont.)

06022997. 15 December 2006.

Paperboard and cardboard articles for graphical and packaging purposes; all included in Class 
16.

HOLMEN AKTIEBOLAG; Box 5407, 114 84 Stockholm, Sweden.

Agent: Caroline Francis,
 Ram Rais & Partners,
 The Penthouse,
 Level 33, Menara Tun Razak,
 Jalan Raja Laut,
 50350 Kuala Lumpur,
 Malaysia.
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06018661. 12 October 2006.

Paper and paper articles, cardboard and cardboard 
articles, stationery, envelopes, notepapers, printed 
matter, exercise books, notebooks, organisers, 
diaries, periodicals, publications, books, autographs 
books, magazine holders (paper based), bookmarks, 
writing pads, labels and stickers, brochures, 
posters, wrapping papers, postcards, photographs, 
bookbinding materials, manuals, teaching and 
instructional materials (other than apparatus), 
files, folders, writing instruments, ball point 
pens, signing pens, marker pens, pencils, printed 
forms, application forms, sales and billing forms, 
business forms, agreements, plastic covers and 
holders, plastic identification cards (non-magnetic), 
adhesives for stationery and household purposes, 
artists’ materials, paint brushes, office requisites 
(except furnitures), plastic materials for packaging 
(not included in other classes), printers’ type, 
printing block and all goods in Class 16.

CAMEL PAPER PRODUCTS SDN. BHD.; 
6428 Lorong Mak Mandin Tiga, Mak Mandin 
Industrial Estate, 13400 Butterworth, Pulau 
Pinang, Malaysia.

06009066. 29 May 2006.

Paper, cardboards and goods made from these 
materials, not included in other classes; printed 
matter; souvenir booklets, souvenir plastic bags, 
souvenir plastic carrier bags, souvenir posters, 
souvenir programmes, gift wrap, gift bags, gift 
boxes, gift cards, gift cartons, gift papers, gift 
cases for writing instruments, gift certificates, 
gift enclosures, gift packaging, gift stationery, 
gift tags, gift vouchers, gift wrapping foil, gift 
wrapping materials; all included in Class 16.

MAHA GRATIA (M) SDN. BHD.; Lot No. F25, 
1st Floor Bangsar Village,  No. 1 Jalan Telawi 1, 
Bangsar Baru, 59100 Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia.

Agent: Narayanan a/l Arunachalam,
 Nara’s Secretarial Services,
 24 Jalan Desa 3/8,
 Taman Desa Country Homes,
 48000 Rawang,
 Selangor,
 Malaysia.

CLASS 16—(cont.)
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06009072. 29 May 2006.

Paper, cardboards and goods made from these 
materials, not included in other classes; printed 
matter; souvenir booklets, souvenir plastic bags, 
souvenir plastic carrier bags, souvenir posters, 
souvenir programmes, gift wrap, gift bags, gift 
boxes, gift cards, gift cartons, gift papers, gift 
cases for writing instruments, gift certificates, 
gift enclosures, gift packaging, gift stationery; 
gift tags, gift vouchers, gift wrapping foil, gift 
wrapping materials; all included in Class 16.

MAHA GRATIA (M) SDN. BHD.; Lot No. F25, 
1st Floor Bangsar Village, No. 1 Jalan Telawi 1, 
Bangsar Baru, 59100 Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia.

Agent: Narayanan a/l Arunachalam,
 Nara’s Secretarial Services,
 24 Jalan Desa 3/8,
 Taman Desa Country Homes,
 48000 Rawang,
 Selangor,
 Malaysia.

06021199. 20 November 2006.

The transliteration and translation of the Chinese 
characters appearing in the mark is “Cai Que 
Bao” meaning “A Fish Name Betta”.

Aquarium; labels, stickers, business printing 
information; letterhead, envelope, receipt, invoices; 
plastic materials for packaging; wrapping paper, 
sack and bag for wrapping and packaging; signboard 
made of paper or cardboard, paper and paper 
articles; cardboard and cardboard articles; printed 
matter and publication, brochures, advertising 
mats, poster, photographs, calendars, display 
signs, decals, books, playing cards, cardboard 
store signs; periodicals, including magazines, 
catalogues, pamphlets, leaflets and business cards; 
paper cleaning products, paper wipes and cleaning 
tissues; all included in Class 16.

C.S.L. THEAN YEANG AQUARIUM (M) SDN. 
BHD.; Lot 2961 Mukim 16, ACKU Industrial 
Estate, Jalan Bagan Lallang, 13400 Butterworth, 
Pulau Pinang, Malaysia.

CLASS 16—(cont.)




